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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Developers must test their Web Services in many ways to insure that 
they are operating properly, including load testing, black box and white 
box functional testing, and regression testing. Parasoft’s Web Services 
testing tools perform the entire gamut of Web Services testing. In 
addition, Parasoft’s testing tools can emulate a Web Service so that 
developers can test their Web Service consumers. Because developers 
who are building Web Services must code both the Web Service 
producers as well as the Web Service consumers, Parasoft is one of the 
few testing tools on the market today that can provide developers with 
all the testing capability they need to fully test Web Services end-to-end. 
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Pioneering Web Services TestingPioneering Web Services TestingPioneering Web Services TestingPioneering Web Services Testing    

Parasoft’s many years of building testing tools for the C/C++, Java, and Web development 
environments made building Web Services testing tools a natural choice for them. Unlike 
many of their competitors, Parasoft provides a wide variety of testing methodologies, 
including white box and black box functional testing as well as load testing. In addition, 
Parasoft’s SOAPtest product can emulate Web Services clients in order to test Web Services 
servers, and vice-versa. In fact, Parasoft is one of the only companies that provides a tool that 
explicitly tests the consumption of Web Services. 

Black box testing , or comparing the actual responses from a Web Service to the desired 
responses, is relatively straightforward. White box testing, or testing the internal construction 
of components that provide Web Services, is trickier. For white box testing, Parasoft 
automatically generates test cases from each Web Service’s WSDL description. Automatic 
test case generation is a difficult task, but Parasoft’s experience with their Jtest tool for Java 
gives them a distinct advantage in this area.  

SOAPtest can provide white box and black box testing for components that are Web Service 
producers as well as consumers. In addition, this tool provides load testing and regression 
testing for Web Service producers. Parasoft is able to provide this unusual level of flexibility 
because their SOAPtest tool actually serves as a SOAP proxy: it can forward SOAP messages, 
either to monitor the SOAP traffic for load testing purposes, or to transform the SOAP 
messages using XSLT. An important advantage of this capability is that testers can also use 
the SOAPtest tool to test components that use XSLT to transform XML messages. 

Web Services Testing Tools in the Business or Presentation TiersWeb Services Testing Tools in the Business or Presentation TiersWeb Services Testing Tools in the Business or Presentation TiersWeb Services Testing Tools in the Business or Presentation Tiers    

SOAPtest is an automated testing application that can emulate both the SOAP client (Web 
Service consumer) and the SOAP server (Web Service producer). As a result, SOAPtest helps 
testers focus on error prevention, rather than having to rely upon troubleshooting and 
debugging later in the development process. SOAPtest can verify Web Services before they 
are deployed. Working as the SOAP server, SOAPtest can emulate Web Services that are not 
available or cannot be accessed during the testing process. 

Additional features of SOAPtest include: 

! SOAPtest returns server responses in multiple layers, including the HTTP header, the 
SOAP envelope, or the response content.  
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Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted 
advice and critical insight into XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of 
IT vendors, service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled distributed 
computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
Earn rewards for reading ZapThink research! Visit www.zapthink.com/credit and enter the code PARATEST. 
We’ll reward you with ZapCredits that you can use to obtain free research, ZapGear, and more! 
 
For more information about ZapThink products and services, please call us at +1-781-207-0203, or drop us 
an email at info@zapthink.com. 
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! The RuleWizard tool allows testers to create and enforce rules that prevent errors. 

! The Method tool supports Python, Java, and JavaScript, which allows testers to customize 
SOAPtest to their needs without learning any application-specific language. 

! Testers can create regression test suites in SOAPtest as well. 

In addition to SOAPtest, Parasoft offers Web Services testing capabilities in their WebKing 
Web site testing tool. WebKing automates key elements that are involved in developing, 
deploying, and maintaining multi-tier Web sites. The newest version of WebKing introduces 
features that automate SOAP testing, as well as other complex test scenarios. 

WebKing’s new Web Services features include: 

! A SOAP Test Wizard that automatically creates SOAP test cases from WSDL files 

! An Import WSDL feature that automatically creates SOAP server stubs from WSDL files 

! A CodeWizard for WSDL tool that validates WSDL files 

! An XML Statistics tool that provides a breakdown of how files use tags, attributes, and 
attribute values. 

The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    

Most of the Web Services testing tools on the market today are simple load testing tools: they 
simulate a number of users in order to verify how much traffic a Web Service can handle. In 
addition, there are a few testing tools that perform black box functional testing. Parasoft, 
however, is exceptional in that they offer black box testing in addition to white box testing 
based on automated test plans, regression testing, and Web Service consumer testing. No 
other testing tool vendor offers as broad a range of Web Services testing tools. 

Parasoft also has an eye on the future of Web Services, when enterprises orchestrate fine-
grained Services into coarse grained, business component-level Web Services. Parasoft 
approaches the problem of testing orchestrated Web Services with their ability to create and 
execute heterogeneous test cases—tests of multiple components working together, even 
though they may be located on different platforms. In addition, Parasoft is working on testing 
asynchronous Web Service behavior, although this capability is still under development. In 
general, all of today’s Web Service testing tools, including Parasoft’s, test only synchronous, 
remote procedure call (RPC) Web Service behavior. 

Parasoft realizes that the market for Web Services testing tools is still quite nascent, and in 
particular, customers are not yet calling for sophisticated testing capabilities like the testing 
of orchestrated or asynchronous Web Services. Nevertheless, Parasoft intends to be ready to 
meet the demand for tools like these, as soon as it materializes. 
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Profile: ParasoftProfile: ParasoftProfile: ParasoftProfile: Parasoft    (July 2002)    
Date Founded: 1987 
Funding: Private 
CEO: Adam Kolawa 
Employees: 175 
Products: 

• Java development testing tools, including: 
o Jtest – An automatic static analysis, unit, and module 

testing tool that automates both black box and white 
box unit testing. 

o Jcontract -- A run-time and system-level monitoring tool 
that verifies that a class or component works and is 
being used correctly  

• C and C++ development testing tools, including: 
o C++Test -- A unit testing tool that automatically tests 

any C and C++ class, function, or component without 
requiring that developers write a single test case, 
harness, or stub 

o CodeWizard -- An advanced C/ C++ source code 
analysis tool that automatically identifies dangerous 
coding constructs that compilers generally do not 
detect 

o Insure++ -- An automatic run-time application testing 
tool that detects errors such as memory corruption, 
memory leaks, memory allocation errors, and many 
more. 

• Web development testing tools, including: 
o WebKing -- An error-prevention tool that exercises Web 

applications to prevent and expose both server-side 
and client-side errors 

• Enterprise system testing tools, including: 
o SOAPtest – An automated testing application that 

emulates both the SOAP client and SOAP server. 
o DataRecon -- An automated database verification and 

monitoring tool 
Address: 
 2031 S. Myrtle Ave. 
 Monrovia, CA 91016 
URL: http://www.parasoft.com 
Main Phone: 888-305-0041 
Contacts: info@parasoft.com 
 

Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    
 

! Web Services Testing Report (ZTR-WS105) 
! XML and Web Services Security Report (ZTR-WS104) 
! Web Services Technologies and Trends Report (ZT-WEBSRV) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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